Central University of Punjab organised Song, Dance and Choreography Competitions

26th February 2020, Central University of Punjab organised an interdepartmental Song, Dance and Choreography Competitions Wednesday under the leadership of honourable Vice-Chancellor Prof R.K. Kohli. The objective of this programme was to showcase the rich culture of India. These competitions were organised under GOI Flagship Programme – Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat, and were the part of University’s 11th Foundation Week Celebrations. Sh Kanwalpal S Mundra, CUPB Registrar presided over the this function. During this programme more than 200 students from different departments of university exhibited their singing and dancing talent.

The programme commenced with the welcome address by Pro Amandeep Kaur. Sh KPS Mundra conveyed his best wishes to performers and motivated CUPB students to perform best in studies as well as extra curricular activities. During this gala event, there were 27 Song Performance, 29 Dance presentations, and 8 Choreography demonstrations. In Singing Competitions, audience enjoyed the harmonious, lyrical and instrumental singing performance in famous Classical, Bollywood and Hollywood Songs. In dancing completion, students showcased various Folk dances of different Indian states. During Choreography Competitions, participants exhibited their creative presentations on the themes of 550th Birth Anniversary of Shri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, 150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatama Gandhi ji, and 100th Anniversary of Jallian Wala Massacre, and State culture of Punjab & Andhra Pradesh.
On behalf of organising committee, Dr Rajinder Kumar mentioned that all the performances were impactful and captivating. He informed that the winners of these competitions will be awarded on 27th February. He thanked all the performers and participants for making this programme a big success.